Simplified diagnostic procedure for obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome: lower subsequent compliance with CPAP.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether a simplified diagnostic procedure based on ambulatory monitoring with MESAM IV altered subsequent compliance with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) in obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) patients. During a period of 16 months, 60 patients with symptoms evocative of OSA and positive MESAM recording were prescribed CPAP after titration with standard polysomnography. Compliance was followed during 2 yrs based on built-in time counters and was compared with the compliance in two comparison groups: an equal number of equally severely affected patients diagnosed with standard polysomnography during the 18 months (8 months before and 8 months after) preceding and following the study period and a group of 48 patients with an estimated similar apnoea/hypopnoea index but less typical clinical and/or MESAM features, diagnosed as having OSA based on polysomnography during the study period. The three groups were not different by age, body mass index, or sleepiness score. Patients diagnosed with the ambulatory procedure had higher drop-out rates (21.7% versus 10% and 6.25%; p<0.05) and lower rates of use of their CPAP (43+/-0.3 h x night(-1)) than any of the control groups (53+/-0.2 and 5.6+/-0.2 h x night(-1), p<0.05). In conclusion, there is a risk that ambulatory diagnostic procedures alter the relationship of patients to their disease and/or the medical staff so that subsequent compliance with treatment may be decreased. The greatest care concerning compliance should be taken before an ambulatory-based diagnostic procedure is implemented.